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Abstract: Numerical models based on rate equations are used to study carrier dynamics in the two
lowest energy levels of an InAs/InP (113)B quantum dot (QD) system. Two different theories are
presented, one based on a cascade-relaxation model and the other using an additional efficient
carrier relaxation. The comparison between these two theoretical approaches leads to a qualitative
understanding of the origin of the two-state lasing in 1.55 mm InAs/InP (113)B (QD) lasers. In
order to investigate the QD laser dynamics, numerical results for the turn-on delay of the double
laser emission are also presented and discussed.
1 Introduction

Although optics has proved to be the most practical
response to the high traffic rate demand for long-haul trans-
mission, its extension to the metropolitan networks down to
the home remains an open challenge. The implementation
of optics at transmission rate, where other technical sol-
utions exist, requires cost reduction. As a consequence,
semiconductor lasers based on low dimensional heterostruc-
tures such as quantum dot (QD) lasers are very promising.
Indeed, QDs structures have attracted a lot of attention in
the last decade, since they exhibit many interesting and
useful properties such as low threshold current, temperature
insensitivity, chirpless behaviour and optical feedback
resistance [1]. As a result, thanks to QDs lasers, several
steps towards cost reduction can be reached such as improv-
ing the laser resistance to temperature fluctuation in order
to remove temperature control elements (Peltier cooler),
or designing a feedback resistant laser for isolator-free
transmissions and optics-free module. Most investigations
reported in the literature deal with In(Ga)As QDs grown
on GaAs substrates [2, 3]. Also numerous theories about
carrier dynamics in these structures have been introduced
[4, 5]. It is however important to stress that In(Ga)As/
GaAs QDs devices do not allow a laser emission above
1.35 mm which is detrimental for optical transmission. In
order to reach the standards of long-haul transmissions,
1.55 mm InAs QD lasers on InP substrate have been devel-
oped. Recent experimental studies conducted on these
devices have shown that a second laser peak appears in
the laser spectrum as the injection power increased. The
double laser emission is a common property found indepen-
dently by different research groups for In(Ga)As/GaAs as
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well as for InAs/InP systems [6–8]. In order to explain
its physical origin, carrier dynamics is at first investigated
by comparing two theories: two-state laser competition
and the efficient carrier relaxation. Numerical results report-
ing the double laser emission are then shown exhibiting two
different behaviours. The effect of this phenomenon on the
turn-on dynamics is also studied. All these recent results
will be reviewed later in the Paper.

2 Numerical models

Numerical models based on rate equations are used to study
carrier dynamics in the two lowest energy levels of an
InAs/InP (113)B QD system. For simplicity, the existence
of higher excited states is neglected and a common carrier
reservoir is associated to both wetting layer (WL) and
barrier. It is assumed that there is only one QD ensemble,
that is all dots have the same size meaning that the inhomo-
geneous broadening of the laser spectrum is not considered.
The QDs are assumed to be always neutral and electrons
and holes are treated as eh-pairs. It is also important to
stress that a single mode laser emission as well as a linear
gain variation are assumed in the calculations. Thermal
effects and carrier losses in the barrier region are finally
not taken into account.

2.1 Two-state lasing competition

Fig. 1a shows a schematic representation of the cascade-
relaxation model. First an external carrier injection fills
directly the WL reservoir with rate I. Some of the eh-pairs
are then captured on the 4-fold degenerate excited state
(ES) of the QD ensemble with a capture time tES

WL and

some of them recombine spontaneously with a tES
spon. Once

on the ES, carriers can relax on the 2-fold ground state
(GS), be thermally re-emitted in the WL reservoir, recom-
bine spontaneously or by stimulated emission of photons
with ES resonance energy. The same dynamic behaviour
is followed for the carrier population on the GS level with
regard to the ES. This approach has been previously devel-
oped for the In(Ga)As/GaAs system [7], but in the case of
InAs/InP (113)B system, it is assumed that at low injection
rates, the relaxation processes are phonon-assisted, whereas
the Auger effect dominates when the injection gets larger
IEE Proc.-Optoelectron., Vol. 153, No. 6, December 2006



[9]. The capture and the relaxation times are then calculated
through a phenomenological relation depending on the
number of eh-pairs in the WL reservoir [10]

tWL
ES ¼

1

AW þ CWNW

t ES
GS ¼

1

AE þ CENW

ð1Þ

where AW(AE), CW(CE) are the coefficients for phonon and
Auger-assisted relaxation respectively, related to the WL
and the ES. Their values have been experimentally estimated
as follows: AW ¼ 1.35 � 1010 s21, CW ¼ 5 � 10215 m3 s21,
AE ¼ 1.5 � 1010 s21, CE ¼ 9 � 10214 m3 s21 in a previous
work [11].

2.2. Additional efficient carrier relaxation

Part of the work of Veselinov et al. [11] reports time-
resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) experiments at low
temperatures for one InAs QD layer grown by gas-source
molecular beam epitaxy on InP (113)B substrate. In order
to fit the measured TRPL curves, a direct relaxation
channel (tGS

WL) has been introduced to the standard
cascade-relaxation model as shown in Fig. 1b. Carriers
are either captured from the WL reservoir into the ES or
directly into the GS within the same time tGS

WL ¼ tES
WL.

This assumption has been made after analysis of the
kinetic curves in the work of Miska et al. [9] where the
ES and GS populations gave rise 10 ps after excitation
and the time deviation between them has been considered
too small. On the other hand, carriers can also relax from
the ES to the GS. The other transition mechanisms remain
the same as in the previous model. The eh-pairs escape
times have been derived considering a Boltzmann

a

b

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the carrier dynamics models

a Intraband energy competition model
b Efficient carrier relaxation model
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distribution for the ES and GS populations for the system
in thermal equilibrium without external excitation

t GS
ES ¼

1

2
t ES

GS exp
EES � EGS

kBT

� �

t ES
WL ¼ 4tWL

ES exp
EWL � EES

kBT

� � ð2Þ

3 Simulation results and discussion

Following the sketch in Fig. 1a, a five rate equations system
(RES) has been analysed, describing the variation of the
carrier numbers of the three electronic energy levels and
the photon numbers in the cavity with ES and GS resonant
energies.

dNWL

dt
¼

I

e
þ

NES

t ES
WL

�
NWL

tWL
ES

fES �
NWL

t
spon
WL

ð3Þ

dNES

dt
¼

NWL

tWL
ES

fES þ
NGS

t GS
ES

fES �
NES

t ES
WL

�
NES

t ES
GS

fGS

�
NES

t
spon
ES

� NBGvgaES

NES

2NB

� 1

� �
SES ð4Þ

dNGS

dt
¼

NES

t ES
GS

fGS �
NGS

t GS
ES

fES �
NGS

t
spon
GS

� NBGvgaGS

NGS

NB

� 1

� �
SGS ð5Þ

dSES

dt
¼ NBGvgaES

NES

2NB

� 1

� �
SES �

SES

t p

þ bsp

NES

t
spon
ES

ð6Þ

dSGS

dt
¼ NBGvgaGS

NGS

NB

� 1

� �
SGS �

SGS

t p

þ bsp

NGS

t
spon
GS

ð7Þ

where NWL,ES,GS are the populations in the WL reservoir,
ES and GS and NB is the total number of QDs. SES,GS are
the photon populations in the cavity with ES and GS res-
onant energy and fES,GS are the probabilities to find
carrier, assuming 4-fold and 2-fold degenerated ES and
GS, respectively.

fES ¼ 1�
NES

4NB

fGS ¼ 1�
NGS

2NB

ð8Þ

The contribution of the ES and GS spontaneous emis-
sions into the lasing mode is denoted by the coefficient
bsp and tp ¼ 1/vg[aiþ ln(1/R1R2)/(2L)] is the photon life-
time with vg ¼ c/nr being the group velocity, nr the gain
material refractive index, ai the internal loss, R1 and R2

the cavity mirror reflectivities and L the laser length. The
steady-state solution for the emitted photons is obtained
by a numerical calculation of the system for a linear
increase of the injection current density. The simulations
are made assuming a InAs/InP (113)B laser with six QD
stacked layers. The three energy levels in this system are
set according to Miska et al. [9]. Its cavity length is
2.45 mm and its width is 120 mm. The QD surface
density for this system is 5 � 1010 cm22 and the total
number of dots is calculated to be NB ¼ 4.41 � 109.
The optical confinement factor is chosen G ¼ 0.06,
bsp ¼ 1024 and ai ¼ 6 cm21 according to Sugawara
et al. [12]. The other parameters used for the simulations
are as follows: the mirror reflectivities R1 ¼ R2 ¼ 0.3,
309



nr ¼ 3.27 for InAs QD and the spontaneous emission times
are tWL

spon ¼ 500 ps, tES
spon ¼ 500 ps, tGS

spon ¼ 1200 ps in
agreement with the work of Cornet et al. [13]. The
steady-state solution is obtained by a numerical calculation
of the system for a linear increase of the injection current
density. Calculated photon numbers in the cavity are
reported in Fig. 2a as a function of the injection current
density. Once the threshold of the ES lasing is reached,
the emission of the GS saturates and the ES emission
increases linearly. This behaviour has been already
reported as a two-state lasing competition between the
GS and ES due to the finite GS relaxation time for the
InAs/GaAs system [4]. However, this approach does not
match with recent experimental results obtained on the
InAs/InP (113)B [8] system, which have shown no satur-
ation of the GS lasing. On the other hand, a refined
second RES has been studied including an effective
carrier relaxation model (Fig. 1b) in order to investigate
the properties of the InAs/InP (113)B QD device under
electrical pumping. This time, the expression +NWLfGS/
tGS

WL has been added to (3) with a minus sign and to (5)
with a plus sign in order to include the direct relaxation
channel from the WL reservoir to the GS. Simulation of
the lasing performance is shown in Fig. 2b where the
calculated ES and GS photon numbers are reported as
functions of the injection current density. It shows two
thresholds corresponding to the two laser emissions.
When the ES stimulated emission appears, only a slight
decrease of the GS slope efficiency is predicted. At the

a

b

Fig. 2 Calculated photon number in the active region as a
function of the injected current density

a Intraband energy competition model
b Efficient carrier-relaxation model
310
same time, the global slope efficiency increases. As a
result, simulations show that when a direct relaxation
channel is taken into account, the difference between the
two threshold currents is doubled. Here, the double laser
emission seems to result from the efficient carrier relax-
ation into the GS due to the increase of the Auger effect
for larger injection rates [10]. Although the competition
between GS and ES transitions of different QDs is not taken
into account, these numerical results give a good qualitative
understanding of the experimental results recently reported
for an optical pumped InAs/InP (113)B diode laser [8].

The same RES is used to investigate the turn-on
dynamics of the InAs/InP (113)B-based diode laser. In
Fig. 3, the transient responses of the GS and ES, respect-
ively, are shown for the two models, after introducing a
step-like current pulse at time t ¼ 0. Its magnitude has
been chosen 2.7 times the ES threshold current of the effec-
tive carrier-relaxation model (Fig. 2b). In the case of the
intraband energy competition (Fig. 3a), the excitation inten-
sity exceeds largely the crossing point of the ES and GS
light-current characteristics. Therefore the ES response
appears first followed by the GS with time deviation
Dt ¼ 88 ps. The system reaches the steady state after the
relaxation oscillations (RO) as fast as fRES ¼ 12.8 GHz for
the ES and fRGS ¼ 5.2 GHz for the GS. On the other
hand, in the case of the effective carrier-relaxation model,
because of the greater threshold current difference and no
GS saturation, the system response is inverted and this
time the ES characteristic follows the GS one with
Dt ¼ 130 ps. It is shown that the GS trace exhibits a
higher RO frequency ( fRGS ¼ 9.0 GHz) compared with
the ES trace ( fRES ¼ 4.7 GHz). In addition, it is important
to note that, in this case, the ES intensity modulation is
almost two times larger compared with the GS.

a

b

Fig. 3 Turn-on delays for the GS emission (solid line) and for the
ES emission (dot line) after a steplike current excitation

a Intraband energy competition model
b Efficient carrier-relaxation model
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4 Conclusions

In summary, the evolution of photon numbers have been cal-
culated against the injected current density. Using a rate
equation model based on the intraband energy competition
and on an efficient carrier relaxation, two theoretical
approaches have been investigated. On one hand, numerical
results describing carrier dynamical behaviour have been pre-
sented confirming previously observed phenomena for InAs/
GaAs system. On the other hand, it has been shown that the
direct relaxation channel included in the model matches
very well the different experimental results already published
and leads to qualitative understanding of InAs/InP (113)B
QD lasers. Also numerical results for the turn-on delay of
the double laser emission have been presented exhibiting
ROs frequency close to 10 GHz, which is suitable for high-
speed transmissions. As a conclusion, a more quantitative
analysis with a comparison with experimental results for the
double emission from optically pumped QD laser is in prep-
aration. Furthermore, the next step to be done is to improve
the numerical model so as to include the effect of the inhomo-
geneous broadening (QD size dispersion), the nonlinear gain
variation and the multimode laser emission as well as to inves-
tigate the laser dynamic behaviour under modulation.
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